ABSTRACT Citations play an important role in ranking of authors, journals, institutions, and organizations. Sometimes, citing documents cite a reference many times in their full-text, which is further used in many application scenarios, such as: 1) finding relationship between cited and citing papers; 2) identifying influential cited paper from set of references in citing paper; 3) identification of suitable citation functions; and 4) study of in-text citations in different logical sections of papers to conclude different findings. The accurate identification of in-text citations remained an open area of research. Recently, the complexities involving automatic identification of in-text citations have been reported with an accuracy rate of 58%. This is due to many issues as highlighted by the state-of-the-art research. This paper investigates such issues in further details: 1) by taking benefits from the previous research; 2) by analyzing different referencing formats; and 3) by experimenting on a comprehensive data set. Based on the investigation, this paper proposes a taxonomy and workable system, which utilizes a set of heuristics build from detailed study. The proposed model is then applied on unseen diversified data set taken from the Journal of Universal Computer Science and CiteSeer. The proposed model was able to achieve an average F-score of 0.97 as compared with the baseline 0.58.
I. INTRODUCTION
Citation have an important role in calculating the impact factor of journals [1] and various ranking measures for authors like H-index [2] etc. In addition, citations are widely used to rank universities and research based institutions [3] . The automated citation indexing systems such as: Google Scholar, CiteSeer and Scopus utilize the citation counts to get and rank the desired research documents [4] , [5] . Citation count actually shows the number of times an article is cited by other documents. The current indexing systems get the citation counts from reference section of the citing documents. The citations are expressed by the reference strings in the citing documents. Each reference string within a document is exclusively identified by a distinctive identifier named as: citationtag. The manifestations of citation-tags in a citing document are called citation-anchors. The in-text citation frequency in a citing document for a particular citation can be calculated by counting the occurrences of its citation-anchors in the text of citing document.
The advantage of in-text citation frequency has been realized and highlighted by numerous authors. Teufel and Kan [6] examined the relevancy of the scientific documents by checking the occurrences of citation-anchors in different sections of a citing document. Likewise, Gipp and Beel [7] , Liu and Chen [8] also analyzed the similarity or relationship of two co-cited documents in the text of citing documents based on the position of citation-anchors. In addition, Boyack et al [9] also analyzed the distribution of cited documents in citing documents by exploring in-text patterns of citation-anchors. Recently, Butt et al [10] have categorized the collection of cited documents into two classes such as sentiment positive and sentiment negative based on in-text citations in the citing documents. The efficacy of all preceding approaches depends on accurate identification of in-text citation-anchors. However, these approaches have either calculated in-text citation counts manually or have not emphasized the accuracy of in-text citation calculations, if performed automatically.
Recently, Shahid et al [11] had a comprehensive study of assessing the difficulty of identifying in-text citation frequencies of cited documents. They have also identified number of problems in automatically identifying the in-text citation frequencies, and categorized these problems into various classes such as: string variation, wrong allotment, mathematical ambiguities, and commonality in content between citation-tags and citation-anchors. These issues limited the accuracy of in-text citation identification to 58%.
In this paper, we have improved the task of in-text citation analysis by using citation-anchor taxonomy and heuristic based system. The taxonomy is prepared by the comprehensive analysis of various sources such as existing techniques, standard citation formats and experimental study of J.UCS and CiteSeer research papers dataset. In the heuristic based system, different exact and inexact patterns of citationanchors are detected by using different heuristics. The heuristics are developed based on proposed taxonomy.
In the experiment of in-text citation analysis, two datasets J.UCS and CiteSeer are used. The JUCS dataset contains over 1200 documents and 16,000 references. The CiteSeer dataset contains 1000 documents and 20 citations were selected for each of 1000 documents making the total citations as 20,000. The purpose of these two datasets is to analyze the proposed approach against different set of papers. The Fscores of our proposed approach over J.UCS and CiteSeer datasets are 0.96 and 0.98 respectively. This paper is organized as follows: section II introduces related work, section III shows the proposed taxonomy of citation-anchors, section IV highlights the real scenarios of pattern analysis of citation-anchors, section V describes proposed system architecture, and section VI shows the experimental setup and evaluation. Finally, we give our conclusion in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The in-text citations have been used for various purposes such as information retrieval [12] , digital libraries [13] , and citation indexes [9] . Teufel [6] suggested that the location of in-text citations in the citing document could be useful for judging the relevance of two scientific documents. As an example, if a document is cited in the methodology section of citing paper, it could be more relevant to the citing paper than a paper which has been cited in the related work section. This is one of the motivational point behind the current research that how accurately we can identify in-text citations which can then be useful for mentioned systems. Recently, a tool namely CiTalO has been developed by Iorio et al [14] and Ciancarini et al [15] . This tool is being used for inferring citation functions using steps such as Ontology learning, Sentiment analysis, word-sense disambiguation, and Ontology mapping. The approach behind the tool uses text around in-text citation-anchors position in the citing document to determine citation relationship. The proposed method automatically annotates citations with the properties defined in CiTO i.e Citation typing ontology. The technique has been evaluated on 18 papers dataset that consisted of 377 citations. They identified various reasons for low precision and recall of their system such as coverage of CiTO properties, noise of proximity synsets, matching synsets, compoundword properties and identification of the context window of citations etc.
Gipp et al [7] have proposed citation proximity analysis (CPA) based on co-citation technique [16] . They identified that if co-citations occurred closely to each other, the papers would be more related. They denoted the proximity of cocitations in different parts of document by different CPI (Citation Proximity Index) values or weights. They selected CPI based on occurrences of co-citation. The CPA produced better precision over other techniques such as Bibliographic coupling, Co-citation analysis, etc. Boyack et al [9] analyzed the distribution of citations into different sizes of byte chunks such as 375, 1500 and 6000 with the assigned weights 3, 2, and 1 respectively in the full-text of citing documents. If the numbers of bytes between the occurrence positions of cocited papers is greater than 6,000, weight of zero is assigned. Butt et al [10] classified the collection of cited documents into two classes such as sentiment positive and sentiment negative. They conducted experiment over 150 research papers from the computer science domain and showed 80% accuracy of their proposed technique.
Shahid et al [17] proposed the idea to retrieve most relevant citing papers of the cited document. They introduced a new measure known as in-text citation frequency to find the relationship strength between documents. The number of times a particular citation occurs in the text of citing paper is called in-text citation frequency. They have used the dataset from the J.UCS (Journal of Universal Computer Science) containing 1460 documents. It was found that if the citing paper cites the cited paper in the full text more than five times, then there exists a strong relationship among documents. However, the approach was evaluated on a one typical journal; there is a need to evaluate the technique for more venues. None of the above research contributed to identifying the problems and difficulties of accurate identification of citation-tag in the text of citing documents.
Hou et al [18] further analyzed the idea of citation frequency or citation counts within the text of citing paper for research paper recommendation. They used a strategy to classify the closely related references (CRR) and less related references (LRR) in the reference list of citing document based on common references between cited documents and citing document. They analyzed 651 papers published in 2008 and after experiments, averagely they found that each CRR appeared 3.35 times and each LRR appeared 1.88 times in corpus. It was concluded that the CRR occurs frequently in the text of citing paper.
Recently, Shahid et al [11] have comprehensively analyzed the challenges associated with accurate identification of intext citation frequencies. They have listed numerous issues and the lessons learned from this analysis. The dataset contained over 1200 papers and 16,000 citations. The major 5820 VOLUME 5, 2017 issues found from this study are wrong allotment, mathematical ambiguities, commonality in content, and String variations etc. The overall accuracy of their system remained as 58%. This research has proposed, implemented and evaluated a technique that has solved majority of issues raised in the previous research. The details of this technique has been provided in section V and the results of this technique has been shown in the section VI. 
III. PATTERNS ANALYSIS OF CITATION-ANCHOR
The patterns identification of citation-anchors depends on its various styles and formats. The detailed literature review revealed that there was no classification of citation-anchors. Therefore, the taxonomy of citation-anchors was built using a comprehensive procedure. This procedure consists of: (1) 3 and CBE 4 and (3) experimentation on papers belonging to different domains such as computer science, medical and biology etc. This taxonomy can be exploited by an automatic program to identify citation-anchors accurately. Currently, citation-anchor taxonomy looks like depicted in Figure 1 .
A. PROPOSED TAXONOMY OF CITATION-ANCHOR
The citation-anchor taxonomy contains various types of citation-anchors. For understanding, the proposed taxonomy has been classified into two branches based on their format and style (1) Numeric citation-anchors and (2) String citation-anchors.
1) NUMERIC CITATION-ANCHORS
The numeric citation-anchors were found in two formats such as plain format and superscript format. Therefore, the numeric category is classified into two sub-categories The short-anchor is the second type of string variation category. It is made by the combination of first character of author names, special symbols ('+', '*') and the last two digits of the year e.g. 'Good+98, SkkR*01, Unfo98' etc.
The third variation of string citation-anchor is compoundanchor. The compound citation-anchor is prepared by the citation of more than one cited document such as 
IV. VARIATIONS BETWEEN CITATION-TAGS AND CITATION-ANCHORS
Citation-tag is an indicator in the citing documents to uniquely represent the reference string or citation of the cited documents while the citation-anchor is an identifier to represent the context of cited documents in the text of citing documents. The in-text citation frequency identification can be affected by the format and style variations between citation-tag and citation-anchor of the same reference string. In experimental analysis, we have found different cases of real scenarios which are not solved by the direct matching [11] of citation-tag with citation-anchor. All these cases have been handled by rule & heuristic based system as shown in Figure 12 .
A. NUMERIC-TAGS PROBLEMS
In the numeric-tag problems, the frequency of citation reduces due to the different style of numeric citation-anchor such as: multiple-anchor, range-anchor and compoundanchor.
1) MULTIPLE-ANCHOR PROBLEM
The real snapshot of numeric citation-tag mapping on multiple citation-anchor is shown in Figure 2 . In this scenario, numeric citation-tag does not exactly match with multiple citation-anchors due to the inclusion of more than one citation such as ''28, 26, and 38''.
2) RANGE-ANCHOR PROBLEM
In pattern analysis of citation-anchors, it is observed that significant numbers of citations are represented in text of citing documents by range citation-anchors. The range citations are denoted by the sign such as ''-'' or '']-[''. In Figure 3 , the real snapshot shows that numeric citation-tag does not properly match with the range citation-anchors such as '' [2] - [4] , (6) (7) (8) , [4] [5] [6] ''.
3) COMPOUND-ANCHOR PROBLEM
In compound-anchor problem, the frequency of numeric citation-tag reduces due to the compound citation-anchors in Figure 4 .
B. STRING-TAGS PROBLEMS
In string-tag problems, the frequency of citation reduces due to the number of problems that are highlighted in below section with real snapshots.
1) FORMAT PROBLEMS
In pattern analysis of string citation-anchors, we observed different format related problems. Some of the real snapshots of these problems are highlighted in Figure 5 . These problems were detected during the pattern searching of one author, two authors and multiple authors' anchors in text of citing documents. All these problems can not be detected by exact matching and finally will reduce the frequency of in text citations.
2) HYPHEN WITH CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE FEED PROBLEM
Generally, the research papers are prepared by editing software such as MS Word and Latex in different research works. These editing tools automatically add some extra characters such as hyphen, carriage return and linefeed in the text of research paper or other documents. These characters mostly occur with citation-anchors in the research paper. The pattern identification of citation-anchors by different autonomous tools are missed in exact matching [11] due to the inclusion of these extra characters as mentioned in Figure 6 . 
4) SPACE CHARACTER PROBLEM
In the pattern analysis of citation-anchors, often frequency of citations in text of citing document reduces due to lack of proper spacing in the citation-anchors. Hence, the citationtags do not match exactly with citation-anchors as shown in Figure 8 . 
5) CITATION-ANCHOR WITH POS PROBLEM
In the citations representation process in text of citing document, the authors also indicate the citation-anchors along with part-of-speech (POS) such as ''rank scoring criteria''. These additional characters among the author name and publication year cause the reduction of citations frequency in text of citing document. The real snapshot of research paper is given in Figure 9 .
6) REFERENCE STRING WITHOUT CITATION-TAG PROBLEM
In state-of-the-art technique [11] , the pattern and frequency identification of citation-anchors depend on the citation-tag. In previous approach, the citation-tags are detected from the reference string of cited document. Then the citation-tags are matched with citation-anchors in text of citing document. In the paper construction phase, most of the authors present the reference string of cited documents without citation-tags as shown in Figure 10 . This type of citation-anchors detection fails due to the lack of citation-tag.
7) REFERENCE STRING WITH SUPERSCRIPT CITATION-ANCHOR
The superscript is one of citation-anchor formats that is used in different Journals like Nature and Science etc. The cases of superscript format are also analyzed for in-text citation-anchors analysis. One such case is shown in Figure 11 . We handled the detection of mentioned case by using the regular expression ''[A-Za-z.]{3}\d+[0-9\s-\u2013,] * '' and preprocessing.
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system architecture consists of two phases. The first phase is the 'data preparation' phase and second phase is the 'automatic pattern detection of citation-anchors' phase. The detailed architecture of our proposed system is given in Figure 12 .
A. DATA PREPARATION PHASE
In this phase, we constructed the dataset for our experimental analysis. The dataset consisted metadata of two types of documents: cited-documents, and cited-by documents. The data preparation phase consisted of three sub-components such as webpage crawler, cited-document metadata extractor, and cited-by document downloader.
1) WEBPAGE CRAWLER
The webpage crawler is a program which systematically browses the selected digital libraries such as J.UCS and CiteSeer, for the purpose of webpage indexing. Each webpage consists of number of links of cited documents. This program selects the WebPages of cited documents automatically based on set of diversified key-terms as shown in Table 1 . 
2) CITED-DOCUMENT METADATA EXTRACTOR
The indexed webpage is further processed by the metadata extractor of cited and cited-by documents. The extractor program decomposes the link into required metadata informations i.e. 'Title', 'Author Names', 'Year' and 'number of cited-by documents'. Furthermore, 'citation-id (cid)', 'FirstAuthor' and 'number of authors' information are extracted from 'cited-by documents' and 'Author Names' metadata respectively. Finally, the collected metadata in Figure 13 is stored in the metadata repository. For this analysis, we have also prepared the set of cited-by documents (PDF files) for each cited-document. The extractor exploits the 'citation-id (cid) and 'number of cited-by documents' to extract the (digital object identifier) 'DOI' of each cited-by document. 
3) CITED-BY DOCUMENT DOWNLOADER
The collection of PDF files for 'cited-by documents' is downloaded by using 'DOI' metadata because each document is uniquely represented in World Wide Web (WWW) by unique 'DOI'. For example, the DOI (http://citeseerx.ist.psu .edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.167.7612) denotes the document with title ''Item-based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithms (2001)''.
B. AUTOMATIC PATTERN DETECTION OF CITATION-ANCHORS PHASE
The second phase consists of four key components for the pattern identification of citation-anchors in text of citing (citedby) documents. These components are (1) PDF to Text Parser (2) Reference String Identifier (3) Citation-Tag Identifier and (4) Mapping Section. The details of each component are discussed below.
1) PDF TO TEXT PARSER
The direct pattern recognition from PDF documents is very tedious task due to the unavailability of proper tool. Hence, the PDF to Text parser component is designed to convert the PDF document into plain-text format. The proposed parser utilizes the JAVA PDFbox library for conversion of PDF documents into plain-text. 
2) REFERENCE STRING IDENTIFIER
The reference string is the portion of text in the references section of citing documents which represents the citation of each cited document as mentioned in Figure 14 . The reference string identifier extracts the reference string of cited document from the citing documents using its title metadata: ''Explaining Collaborative Filtering Recommendation''.
3) CITATION-TAG IDENTIFIER
Citation-tag is the unique identifier which is used at the start of each reference strings. It is shown in red small circle in Figure 14 . The citation-tag identifier component is added ?'' from any reference string with numeric citation-tag. Furthermore, these citation-tags are used in mapping section to detect the different patterns of citation-anchor as discussed in Figure 1 . The citation-anchor in green circle is highlighted in Figure 14 .
4) MAPPING SECTION
The mapping section is the core component of proposed architecture in Figure 12 . In this component, the patterns identification and extraction of different citation-anchors as in Figure 1 are performed by using two types of methods (1) Exact mapping of citation-tag on citation-anchor and (2) Heuristic based system. The latter approach [11] is based on only exact mapping method, while the proposed approach combines exact mapping and heuristic based methods. In the exact mapping method, the extracted citation-tags are exactly mapped with patterns of citation-anchors in text of citing (cited-by) document. This method is beneficial when the format of both citation-tags and citation-anchors are similar. All those cases in section IV could not be properly detected by the exact mapping method due to the variation between citationtags and citation-anchors. Therefore, the heuristic based system is added in our proposed system. This system utilizes different pre-defined rules and metadata such as 'First name of author', 'number of authors' and 'publication year' that are stored in rule-based repository and metadata repository respectively. The rule-based repository is constructed based on the proposed citation anchor taxonomy (CAT) shown in Figure 1 .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we present two datasets, evaluation metrics and the experimental results.
A. DATASETS
For comprehensive analysis, two datasets are selected from openly available digital libraries such as J.UCS and CiteSeerX. The J.UCS dataset was taken from the benchmark approach [11] that consisted of over 1,200 citing documents in PDF form. The 16,000 references in J.UCS dataset extracted from the bibliography sections of citing documents that first converted into XML format through PDFx online tool. The J.UCS dataset consisted of the metadata of citations with numeric and string tags. The statistics of J.UCS dataset is shown in Table 2 . For evaluation of the proposed approach on diversified data, the CiteSeerX dataset was prepared. This dataset had 1000 papers selected from the queries mentioned in the Table 1 . For each of the 1000 cited papers, 20 citing papers were added in the dataset making the total of 20,000 citing documents. The dataset consists of citing documents, reference strings of citations with numeric-tags, strings-tags and without citation-tags. The statistics of this dataset has been shown in the Table 3 .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
As the evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, and F-score measures [15] are widely used in information retrieval community. Here, we define recall, precision and F-score in the context of citation-anchors identification.
The correct number of in-text citations frequency in total retrieved frequency of cited document from the citing document is known as true positive (TP) frequency. The incorrect number of in-text citations frequency in total retrieved frequency of cited document from the citing document is called false positive (FP) frequency. The false negative (FN) frequency is the number of correct citations frequency that can not be identified in citing document during retrieving of in-text citations frequency. Precision is the fraction of retrieved patterns of citation-anchors that are relevant as given in equation 1.
Recall is the fraction of relevant patterns of citationanchors that are retrieved from each citing document as shown in equation 2.
Fscore is the weighted average of precision and recall. It is calculated by using equation 3. 
C. RESULTS
We have performed comprehensive experiments on both J.UCS dataset and CiteSeerX dataset to show the accuracy and scalability of proposed approach. We compare our method with state-of-the-art technique [11] in every experiment, where the resultant dataset of previous technique is obtained from their authors. In the first experiment, two collections are randomly prepared from J.UCS dataset. The first collection is used as training set of 3000 citations to build our approach. The second collection of 3000 is used as testing set to further evaluate the proposed technique. The frequency distribution of in-text citations has been highlighted in JUCS testing set as shown in Table 4 . The results of both approaches are evaluated and compared with the manually prepared goldstandard of 3000 in-text citations. The Table 4 shows the performance of both previous and proposed approaches. The test dataset of 3000 citations are divided and evaluated into two sets for two different experiments. The precision, recall and F-score of set1, set2 and aggregate of both approaches are shown in Figure 15 .
To check the scalability of previous and proposed approaches over CiteSeerX dataset, we randomly selected 5000 citing documents out of 20,000 citing documents dataset along with 250 reference strings (metadata) of cited documents. The set of 5000 citing documents were classified into five sets for different experiments. Each set consisted of 1000 citing documents with 50 reference strings of different cited documents. In both techniques, the in-text frequencies of each cited document are manually analyzed across its 20 citing documents. After the detailed analysis of 5000 documents, we observed 984 documents which were not properly parsed due to image format of PDF file and due to the absence of intext citations in citing document. From the experiments one can see that proposed approach achieves good accuracy as shown in Table 5 . It is much more efficient than state-of-theart approach on CiteSeerX dataset.
The Figure 16 shows in-text citations analysis of both approaches over 4016 citing documents in CiteSeerX dataset. The analysis conducted over five sets of citing documents for different experiments. The aggregate Precision, Recall, and Fscore of five experiments shows that the proposed technique is better performing than state-of-the-art technique over the CiteSeer dataset.
VII. CONCLUSION
The patterns identification of in-text citation-anchor of a cited document is an important problem. Mostly the existing automatic state-of-the-art in-text citation techniques suffer due to problems related to numeric-anchors and string-anchors.
The numeric-anchors problems are multiple-anchor, rangeanchor and compound-anchor. While the string-anchor problems are due to their various format, hyphen with carriage return and linefeed, year related, space character, part-ofspeech, reference string without citation-tag problems etc. In this paper we proposed and used citation-anchor taxonomy for representing prior knowledge about the style and variation of citation-anchor. The taxonomy was prepared by the detailed analysis of existing state-of-the-art techniques, standard citation formats such as APA, MLA, AMA and CBE, and experimental study of J.UCS and CiteSeer research papers dataset. The results were compared with the stateof-the-art approach proposed by Shahid et al. The proposed model has comprehensively outperformed the state-of-the-art approach by scoring average Fscore of 0.97 as compared to baseline of 0.58. This research work has many applications in digital libraries, research paper recommendation task, citation recommendation task, influential paper discovery, and Citation functions' analysis. 
